
Co-ordinates 53.535454N 6.496324W  

 

From Dunshaughlin 
Direction of Ratoath (R125), continue on R125 for approximately 6km until you 
come to a roundabout, take 1st exit, (Housing estate on right, field on left) 
 At end of road there is a T-junction, turn left onto Skryne road and we are 2.2 
miles/3.5km out that road on the right.  
White reflectors either side of gate, name on farm ‘Reask Farm’ set back from 
double wooden gate, sign on gate saying KEEP GATE CLOSED 

 

 

Pass Fairyhouse     53.535454N 6.496324W 

R155 Fairyhouse racecourse on right and Tattersalls sales complex on left. 
Continue straight on into Ratoath, Come to traffic lights and Tesco Express will 
be on your left. Come to roundabout take 2nd exit, next roundabout take 1st 
exit, next roundabout 3rd exit. Housing estate on right, Field on left. 

At end of through road T junction turn left onto Skryne road, clinic is 2.2 
miles/3.5km out that road on the right.  

White reflectors either side of gate. 

Name on farm ‘Reask Farm’ set back from double wooden gate, sign on gate 
saying KEEP GATE CLOSED  

 

From Curragha        53.535454N 6.496324W 

R155 cemetery on left hand side, at traffic lights turn fright on L1006. Drive 
approximately 3.5km (2.2m) Clinic is on the right hand side 

White reflectors either side of gate. 

Name on farm ‘Reask Farm’ set back from double wooden gates. Sign on gate 
saying KEEP GATE CLOSED  

 

 



FROM SLANE           53.535454N 6.496324W 

Turn right in the direction of Rathfeigh/Skryne L1002 continue straight to 
crossroads in Skryne (Swans public house and shop). Turn left and continue on 
Skryne road L1006 approximately 4.5 miles/ 7.5km 

Clinic on left hand side of road 

White reflectors either side of gate 

Name on farm @Reask Farm’ set back from double wooden gates, sign on gate 
saying KEEP GATE CLOSED. 

 

FROM NAVAN       53.535454N  6.496324W 

Exit M3 Motorway at Kilmessan / Skryne onto R147, Turn left onto Old Ross 
Road L1002 (at Post office) continue straight to crossroads in Skryne (Swans 
public house and shop) turn right onto Skryne road L1006 approximately 4.5 
miles / 7.5 km 

Clinic is on the left hand side 

White reflectors either side of gate 

Name on farm ‘Reask Farm’ set back from double wooden gates, sign on gate 
saying KEEP GATE CLOSED 

 

 

 


